Old Home Week 12 ft Horse Pull Rules P.E.I. Horse Pullers Association Rules
1. Horses will be weighed with halter and loose shank.
2. Teamsters must show proof of liability insurance when being weighed.
3. All horses are subject to drug testing. No drugs are allowed. Feed and water buckets are disallowed
once horse pull has started. If anyone is caught using them, they will be disqualified.
4. Light draft team to weigh 2900 lbs and under / Middle weight teams to weigh 2901-3300 lbs / Heavy
teams to weigh 3301 lbs and over.
5. The pulling position for the teamster will be the lightest team to drag first. The heaviest team last in
each division.
6. Pulling distance will be 12 ft. in any one start. Two attempts to move the drag the required distance.
The winner of the Pull will be the team that moves the drag the most inches on the heaviest load.
Three minutes to complete the pull from the time your name is called.
7. Any movement of the drag will be called a try once the teamster has hooked his team to the drag. Also
on any one start when unhooking if the drag is moved more than 4 inches from the time they stop and
unhook from the drag that would be considered a try and anything under 4 inches will be subtracted
from the overall length. Teams must be unhooked from the drag between each try . No excessive
hauling of the drag.
8. Lines will be 14 ft. apart. Any horses stepping on the line while hooked to the drag will be counted as a
try but disallowed as a good pull.
9. If teams steps on the line before being unhooked from the drag on a good pull it will be disallowed.
Horses must stay in between lines until unhooked from the drag.
10. Use of reins only allowed in forward of hands. No butt reins or over the hands are allowed. Any
teamster swinging on the team intentionally will be disqualified.
11. No roughing horses coming or leaving the drag or you will be disqualified. No cruelty to horses on
pulling grounds.
12. Any teamster starting the pull with a team must stay with that same team for the entire pull. With the
exception of injury.
13. Teams will pull round robin style or single class depending on the number of teams.
14. If any team becomes unmanageable or difficult to handle and becomes dangerous to the public the
judge and officials have the right to and will disqualify the team and order the team from the pulling
area.
15. After horses are hooked to the drag one teamster only. No heading of horses unless in case of
breakage or the horses are tangled up. In case of breakage then the team will go get fixed up while the
pull continues but has to come back and pull on the last of that load before more weight is added or
ten minutes.
16. Any teamster judged to be under the influence of alcohol will not be allowed to compete.
17. Concerning all teams: If any horse of any team is so blemished, in poor condition, or lame, the judge
shall have the right to eliminate that team.
18. After horses are hooked to the drag, hookers must step back and not talk or whistle at horses.
19. Teamsters will not exercise their team in pulling arena.
20. Each horse is only allowed in one class.
21. Horses must have on halters and be tied up in pulling arena.
22. The Judges decision will be the final one.
PLEASE NOTE ALL ENTRIES are due by July 24. Entry Fee is $10/team. For 2015, there is a limit of 25
teams. Submit entry forms to PEI Provincial Exhibition Inc. Box 3070, Charlottetown, PE C1A 7N9
info@oldhomeweekpei.com

